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A FULFILLED DESTINY

A WELL GROOMED PRINCE
ALHAJI AMINU ADO- BAYERO EMERGED AS EMIR OF KANO

In fulfilment of the globally
accepted Maxim that all power
belongs to God, who is The Maker
of Kings, a new Star has arisen in
Kano as the Paramount Ruler. The
emergence of Alhaji Aminu Ado –
Bayero as the King of Kano was
greeted with wild jubilations by
magnificent population in the
Kano Emirate shortly after his
announcement.
He is a Mass Communication
graduate of Bayero University,
Kano, and firstly appointed as
district head of Nasarawa in 1990
by the 13th Emir of Kano HRM Alhaji
Ado Bayero. He was the Emir of
Bichi from 2019. Prior to then, he
served as district head of
Nassarawa and Dan Maje Kano.
He later served as Dan Buran
Kano, Turakin Kano, Sarkin
Dawakin Sakarin Gida Kano and
Wamban Kano.
He is eloquent, philantropic and
well loved by the great people of
Kano in it's entirety. His quick
acceptability as the Emir of Kano is
highly historical.
He has been described by top
personalities as the perfect choice
for the throne.
Long Live and Long Reign
MAIMARTABA
ALHAJI AMINU ADO BAYERO
the 15th Emir of Kano
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T

he outbreak of the endemic Coronavirus
points to one singular direction, the wide
population of people can be exterminated by
a raging pandemic despite the advancement in
technology and sound medical practice across
the globe. Worst hit are the Countries with hightech system of health and advanced security
networks. Our dear Country has been very lucky on
many fronts but since Nigeria remains the most
populated and powerful African Nation, the
Country must be at alert against the eventualities.
Prior to the discovery of the veiled Italian with
Coronavrus on Nigeria Soil, the Minister of
Information, Culture and National Orientation led
a team of Government Representatives to the
Nnamdi Azikwe International Airport in Abuja,
where he expressed the preparedness of the
Country to forestall the outbreak even when
travelling bans are not pronounced against
travelling to the prone Countries by Nigeria
Government, neither are the residents of those
Countries with worst hit cases of Coronavirus
denied visa from entering Nigeria, how then do you
forestall such occurrences, no wonder, few days
after the drama, cases of Coronavirus were
declared in Nigeria.
Information is power and too sensitive to be placed
in care of mediocre, when mistakenly done, the
resultant effects spell doom for Countries that
condone mediocrity in administration of
Information and National Orientation. Where are
at a very sensitive era where great efforts of the
Federal Government of Nigeria to entrench strong
values and developments, poverty eradication
and restoration of strong moral standards are not
truly recognised and appreciated by Nigerians,
simply for the loss of trust in the Spokes Man of the
Government.

Ace Abdulrahman Agboola

Weighing the opinions in public cover, the Minister
of Information, Culture and National Orientation
has become an albatross to the administration he is
serving, funny enough, affinity and class interest
have both benefited the Minister and qualified him
as untouchable even if the Agencies under him
suffer deprivations to perform excellently. It's rather
unfortunate that every wrong aspects of our social
system rely on agencies under the supervision of
the Minister of Information, Culture and National
Orientation for proper address. Without a rebirth of
National Orientation aimed at restoration of strong
moral standards in the societies at large, the
present administration of President Muhammadu
Buhari will miss the great opportunities for proper
restoration of sanity into the Nigeria System.
Insecurity, Corruption and Crimes in it's entirety
becomes this preponderant due to the failures of
the Federal Ministry of Information, Culture and
National Orientation to coordinate the agencies
under her supervision to engage in far-reaching
Advocacies and Counselling of Nigerians against
Criminality of all kinds and guide the path of the
younger generation towards compliance with
lawful deeds.
This Edition of The Exponent Magazine, captured
the issues relating to public perception,
operational deficiencies and the albatross the
personality of Lai Mohammed constitute to the
image of the administration of President
Muhammadu Buhari. The twist of fate on the
Leadership of Kano Emirate, Safety Issues,
Coronavirus and other topics well scripted for the
enjoyment of readers are well captured in this
edition.
Enjoy the read as always.
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PERSONALITY OF THE MONTH

IF THEY REFUSE TO MAKE
SPACE FOR YOU AT THE TABLE,
THEN CREATE YOUR OWN TABLE
- GRACA MACHEL
Founder - Graca Machel Trust
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LA I

MOHAMMED
THE ENERVATING

IMAGE-MAKER
By: Olawale Agboola- Anikulapo

AN ALBATROSS TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF PRESIDENT MUHAMMADU BUHARI

I

n epistemology, there are coherent rules used
to judge the accuracy of statements, referred
as, tools of verification. Understanding the
criteria of truth is fundamental for evaluation of
claims. This necessity is driven by varying and
conflicting claims of different philosophies. It's
further stated that, the rules of logic have no
ability to distinguish truth on their own but
individuals must determine what standards
distinguish truth from falsehood. This is applicable
to coherence, naive realism and consensus
gentium. "Many people allow feelings to
determine their judgment, often in the face of
contrary evidence or without even attempting
to collect evidence and facts. They are implicitly
accepting emotions as a criterion of truth. Most
people will admit that feelings are not an
adequate test for truth"
When the masses no longer trust the statements
and claims of the Minister of Information who is
the official spokes-man of the government, the
consequences are perilous, as the notion of
distrust will widen mistrust, between the people
and the government. At every point in time, a
conscious government must maintain a very
reliable and trustworthy spokes-man, that
command strong respect before all and sundry.
There is always that figure that can promote the
image of government in every circumstances,
and when the qualities of the deserving

Information Minister are measured, it's crystal
clear that the current Minister of Information,
Culture and National Orientation has become
an anathema to effectiveness of the Agencies
under his supervision. He has become a liability
rather than an asset.
For government policies and programmes to
sunken into the hearts of the populace, the
image maker must be a team player with
credibility and exemplary leadership acumen.
Once the spoke man of the government lack
respects before the masses, he no longer serve
the purpose of image making, especially when
his antecedents describes him as distrusted.
Hardly will the Minister of Information defend any
initiative of the government without wide
expressions of doubt in the truism of his
statements by the populace. Funny enough, he
is rechristened by his critics as “Lie Mohammed”
though many of us disagree with the coinage,
but what we can't wish away is the
performances of the agencies under his
supervision. Looking back to his antecedents as
the Spoke Man of the All Progressives Congress
and Action Congress of Nigeria, one cannot
ignore his giant strides in those capacities in the
past. Today, the same personality that
mentioned several lofty ideas about good
governance and the expectations of the masses
that government must be people oriented has
page
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LOOKING BACK TO HIS ANTECEDENTS
AS THE SPOKE MAN OF THE
ALL PROGRESSIVES CONGRESS AND
ACTION CONGRESS OF NIGERIA,
ONE CANNOT IGNORE HIS GIANT STRIDES
IN THOSE CAPACITIES IN THE PAST

Alhaji Yakubu Ibn Mohammed
Director General - NTA

displayed lack of technical finesse in handling
government affairs; this made his earlier
accomplishments happenstance.
The National Orientation Agency is headed by a
cool headed and experienced educator – Dr
Garba Abari, it was supposed to be the duty of
the agency to directly handle the Change
Begins With Me initiative, as an agency with
experts and structure from national to the
grassroots, but did the Minister allowed the
agency to perform her duties without
hindrances, the answer is known to all. The
National Orientation Agency is battling with
funding challenges despite strong manpower
and capacity to address disorientation among
the misguided lawbreakers.. Poor orientation
among the masses added to the woes of
insecurity. When the agency lacks the finances
to sponsor their designed programmes and
activities, how can they assist their partnered
organizations to complement the efforts of the
agency? In the 2020 appropriated budget,
#61,500,000, #70,000,000, #32,000,112 and
#15,500,000 are budgeted for Nationwide
Attitudinal Re-Orientation Programme for
Students in Tertiary Institutions Campus Focus,
Change Begins With Me – Building People of
Peace In Nigeria, Citizens Action Against
Corruption – Promoting Transparency,
Accountability and Stewardship In
Governance…. And Purchase of Office
Equipments.

For twelve calendar months, by the budget
provision, the National Orientation Agency can
only utilize Seventy Million Naira for the Change
Begins With Me Initiative and Sixty One Million,
Five Hundred Naira for the Nationwide
Campaign on Attitudinal Re-Orientation for
Students. There is no other word that better
describes this scenario as CALAMITY. The
National Orientation Agency has the statutory
responsibility to undertake advocacies,
campaigns and orientation exercise towards
guiding people towards positive conducts and
behaviours. Do we need further search for the
unprecedented rate of abnormalities in the
societies with this sad discovery that appropriate
provisions were never made to achieve the
onerous task placed on the chest of the National
Orientation Agency? It could have been
another personality that currently heads the
Federal Ministry of Information. Culture and
National Orientation, it could have been
regarded as the fault of President Muhammadu
Buhari for appointing an impassionate
personality to head such a sensitive Ministry but
having Alh Lai Mohammed as the Minister
exonerates the President because who could
have thought this kind of an ugly situation can
happen under his leadership? Unfortunately, the
situation is not different in the other 21 Agencies
under the Ministry of Information and Culture,
their budgets reflected unpreparedness in
dealing with the current travails.
The core principles of governance involve
division of labour, which accounts for existence
of agencies to pursue the ideals of government
with specifications and result driven orientation.
Complacency in handling government affairs
can best be described as a crime against
humanity as the consequences can be very
demeaning. To imagine that an administration
that enjoyed overwhelming support of masses
page
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Alhaji Kawu Moddibo
Director General - NBC

less than four years ago, especially with the
above board results on crime control suddenly
suffered negative turnaround indicates nothing
other than complacency by the Minister for
Information and Culture. Within some
government quarters, the popular excuse to
cover their tracks is the claim of the media war
against the administration, but what credibly
have those people done to achieve a
turnaround, knowing full well that it's role reversal.
There is no other means to describe this
insensitivity other than the failure of the Minister of
Information, Culture and National Orientation to
have actualized a strong media parley between
the government and media platforms on one
hand and the low performances of virtually all
the agencies under his supervision.
Alh Lai Mohammed led the media affront
against the last administration and one had
expected him, by privilege of knowledge of the
workings of the fourth realm, to have mastered
the art of emulative leadership but the best
characters of critics normally revealed
themselves when the table turns. It was surprising
to watch the denial of the knowledge of the
“Social Media Regulation Bill” by Alh Lai
Mohammed during an interview session. It's true
that the bill didn't emanate from the Executive
but for a Minister of Information, Culture and
National Orientation to deny knowledge of
popular information in the full glare of the public
is an indictment against the government he
represents. In other climes, Alh Lai Mohammed
would have long been fired by the President for
several misgivings he has caused the
administration.

The major agencies responsible for promoting
the culture of peace, tranquility, harmony
among the populace and promote the image of
both the government and the Country are under
the Federal Ministry of Information and Culture.
Virtually all the 22 agencies under his supervision
have one major infraction or the order caused
by the laxity of the Minister in handling the
supervision correctly. He recently canvassed for
a loan of $500 million loan for the upgrading of
the Nation's Broadcasting Infrastructure, while
the Director General of the National
Broadcasting Commission was suspended over
payment of #2.5billion for the Digital Switch-Over
Programme. Funny enough, the success of the
project is clearly obvious in many homes where
Free TV provides cable services for the
downtrodden. Both the Director General and
the Minister for Information were accused before
the ICPC over alleged irregularities in the
payment for the scheme and if for whatever
reason the Director General was suspended, not
suspending the Minister of Information along side
is questionable as both appointees of
government are under investigations and should

Virtually all the 22 agencies
under his supervision have one
major infraction or the order
caused by the laxity of the
Minister in handling the
supervision correctly
be treated equally until discharged or indicted
by the ICPC, otherwise, the suspension of the DG
NBC is considered a misnomer without the
suspension of the Minister, except there is no
equity in applications of law. It's either the
suspension of the Director General of the
National Broadcasting Commission is reversed
by the President or the Minister for Information,
Culture and National Orientation is equally
suspended until the ICPC verdict on the matter,
what's sauce for the goose is sauce for the
gander.
How can a Minister who claimed to have been
misled by the Director General of the National
Broadcasting Commission even when
page
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evidences proved otherwise, be trusted with
handling loan of that magnitude? The Nigeria
Television Authority is rated far behind TVC,
Channels, AIT in terms of quality of production,
impactful programmes, interesting news and
event packages, professionalism and so on be
placed on a threshold to compete with CNN as
mentioned by the Honourable Minister of
Information in the cause of defending the loan
proposal before the Senate Committee on Local
and Foreign Loans. This singular action calls the
utilization of funds allocated to Agencies under
the Minister of Information to questions.
Apart from Federal Government controlled
media platforms and organizations, hardly did
the Minister for Information engaged other
reputable media platforms to
air government messages
strongly to address the
outbreak of the deadly
Corona Virus. Paid adverts,
Nationwide Campaigns and
Street Advocacies by the
Federal Ministry of
Information would have
advanced the messages but
it has become stock in trade
for the Minister to only appear
with wordings to impress the
President without
appropriate positive actions.
Even the statements of the
Minister for Information that
the educative leaflets on the
epidemic will be translated to
local languages by the National Orientation
Agency has remained a lip service, where are
the leaflets, who are those engaged with the
circulation, what quantity were printed, where
and when? This can only be regarded as antics a
perilous image maker.

The ultimate challenge of any populace
oriented administration is how to discover the
faults of trusted appointees whose shoulders
sensitive responsibilities are rested. This notion is
further compounded with the integrity of the
personality at the helm of affairs, for the singular
fact that, despite oddity created by the
complacency and distrustful actions of some
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“trusted appointees”, the populace will
continue to endure on the altar of absolute trust
in the incorruptible personality at the helm of
affairs. Recently, President Muhammadu Buhari
earned serious applause over his statement that
“today will be probed by the future”, that further
boosted the confidence of the populace in the
fact that the President remain committed to his
good intentions for the Country. Even those with
ambivalence against the government still
display respect for the President, but one
question that bothers sensitive assessors of his
leadership acumen is lack of vehemence in
dealing with erring and complacent
appointees.
The falling image of the country due to the
inefficiency of the ministry of
information calls for a total
retooling of the Ministry. We
consider it an affront if
nothing is done to stop these
wrong flow of information by
the minister of information
who continuously misinform
the public with premature
news painted in sentiments
and conspiracy, these has
further deepen the lost faith
by the citizens, our people no
longer have respect or obey
information coming from
government. We can't just sit
down and be looking. The
more reason we call on the
President to do what is to be
done in the best interest of all of us.
It is our believe that an information minister with
the threshold of history and a vibrant digital
knowledge is what we desire at this point. There is
absolutely no need, or is there any justification for
borrowing $500million for upgrade of
broadcasting architecture when the need for
agency like National Orientation Agency,
National Council for Arts and Cultures to gain
special intervention funding, is this not the height
of corruption? Has Lai Mohammed accounted
for the budgetary allocation of his ministry in the
last five years? What exactly does he wants that
kind of money for? Now that the national
assembly has already approved the request,
page
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Otunba Olusegun Runsewe
Director General - NCAC

what we expect is for a critical assessment of the
Ministry of Information and the need to fix a
round peg in a round hole, this will strength our
image power and set us on right path.
The power to hire and fire handed over to the
President by the Constitution places human
imperfection into proper consideration, that's
the essence of cabinet shakeup - to adjust
responsibilities of appointees at any deserving
time. At a very critical stage in a Country's
national life, there is a strong limit to the impetus
of reward system, especially in a complex society
like Nigeria. The asymmetrical nature of our
elections are yet to change, the ignominy that
shouldn't continue to suffice is the spurious claims
of topnotch politicians, who takes all the glory for
the victory of Party Candidates, not minding the
free will of the masses during the polls. According
to Ronald Reagan – a foremost American
President, Politics is not a bad profession, if you
succeed there are many rewards, if you disgrace
yourself you can always write a book. This maxim
has lasted decades upon decades and so true
to the level where failed leaders and politicians
that disgraced themselves have several books to
their credits, either written by them or for them.
Without exaggeration, President Muhammadu
Buhari is the most distinct political leader in
Nigeria with highest numbers of Presidential
Election Contest Participation in Nigeria. So
distinct that he lost Presidential Elections three
straight swipes and turned around to win back to
back thereafter, that revealed courage,
dedication and commitment to positive ideals,

Alh. Adedayo Thomas
Director General - NFVCB

he doesn't need to write a book since he has the
capacity to succeed but rather than record the
successes pragmatically, he has tactically
placed his hard earned achievements in care of
those without matching antecedents. To think
that history will not rewrite itself if the President
refuses all entreaties by well meaning Nigerians
demanding cabinet shakeup will amount to self
indictment.
The pristine functions of the Federal Ministry of
Information, Culture and National Orientation
are the most essential recipe for stability in the
polity and when the true functionality of this allimportant Ministry become wanting, the results
are the wanton descrambles plaguing the
societies today. Needless to begin to recount
loses due to the preponderance of criminalities,
but the appraisals are not for the minions, it's for
the thinkers and the conscientious among the
think tank in the Aso Villa to attune themselves
with the reality that, the current spate of
disorderliness in the society is a self imposed crisis
that arose from the failure of the Federal Ministry
of Information, Culture and National Orientation
under the current Minister – Alhaji Lai
Mohammed who has proved himself beyond
reasonable doubt as a complete misfit in that
capacity.
The posers that informed the above conclusions
are as follows: (1) A well cultured populace won't
behave irrationally (2) A well oriented populace
won't proliferate illegalities (3) A well informed
citizen can't undermine peace and harmony in
the societies. On the strength of these three
cardinal posers, had the Federal Ministry of
Information, Culture and National Orientation
page
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lived to the expectations, the current social
malaises plaguing the Country would have been
abated. By the constant law of nature, there
comes a time when personality of wit, expertise
and ebullience loses their stints and vibes. Only
the exceptionally gifted image makers fit any
kind of purpose. The considerations that
necessitated the appointment of Lai Mhammed
as the Minister of Information in 2015 were very
obvious but pedestal. He was the then
opposition party spoke man with a loud voice as
a critic. His statements on national issues were
weighty and promoted by other critics of the
then ruling party. One thing that shouldn't be
ignored is the fact that criticism, whether
constructive or
watery will always
receive high
media boost when
it serves strong
political interest.
Putting all other
factors into
considerations,
among all the
members of the
APC National
W o r k i n g
Dr. Garba Abari
Director General - NOA
Committee, only
Lai Muhammed
was appointed as a Minister and was among the
Ministers retained in the cabinet in 2019.
In 2015, the Federal Ministry of Information,
Culture and National Orientation launched an
initiative tagged Change Begins With Me. When
launched, it was touted to serve purpose of
national orientation to change the mindsets of
Nigerians from the era of high powered
corruption and criminalities of all kinds but the
initiative itself failed to serve the purpose at any
level. Change Begins With Me Initiative didn't
only fail, it exposed the incompetence of Lai
Muhammed in adding meaningful value to the
administration of President Muhammadu Buhari.
The major achievements of the Honourable
Minister of Information, Culture and National
Orientation undoubtedly can best be found in
estacode and travelling allowances as the most
travelled Minister in the cabinet of President
Muhammadu Buhari.
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If all these agencies: Federal Radio Corporation
of Nigeria, National Broadcasting Corporation,
Advertising Practitioners Council of Nigeria,
Nigeria Films Corporation, Nigeria Films and
Video Censors Board, News Agency of Nigeria,
Nigeria Press Council, Nigeria Television
Authority, Voice of Nigeria, National Commission
for Museum and Monuments, National Council
for Arts and Culture, National Gallery of Art,
National Institute for Cultural Orientation,
National Orientation Agency, National Institute
for Hospitality and Tourism, National Theatre,
National Troupe of Nigeria, Nigeria Tourism
Development Commission and Centre for Black
African Arts and Culture receives the deserving
attention in terms of
dutiful funding of
p r o g r a m m e s ,
exceptional monitoring
by the supervising
Ministry for optimal
productivity and strict
compliance with their
objectives, the
preponderance of
criminalities in Nigeria
would have been long
abated.
Consciousness is very
germane in human endeavours. The
Entertainment Industry is not just a platform for
people's relaxation and merriment; it's an
avenue for education, guidance and
information disseminations. Well meaning
Nigerians have expressed concerns on the poor
displays that promote immoralities in the Nigeria
Movies. The National Film and Censors Board
doesn't have explanations for this sordid
situation; promotion of nudity, prostitution,
robberies, corruption and other nefarious acts in
movies ought not to be the hallmark of the movie
industry, had the censors board acted
passionately. This expository piece serves a call
to President Muhammadu Buhari and key
members of his Cabinet, to look beyond affinity
and friendship, there are other credible Ministers
that can replace Alh Lai Mohammed in his
present capacity, if the President believe so
much in him, he can serve in other capacities but
the image of the government is seriously at stake
under an Enervating Image-Maker……
to be continued
page
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NOBILITY PLUS

INDEFATIGABLE

@ ONE

BARRISTER STEVE
OKEYCHUKWU EMELIEZE
Today as always I rejoice with you on this special occasion, has you add another new
age, the Almighty God will strengthen you in good health, wisdom and prosperity.
Everything you so desire, so shall it manifest in Jesus name………. Amen.
Happy birthday Barrister, age gracefully and many happy returns.

LILLIAN AND ACURA LEGEND.
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LAI MOHAMMED

&THE

LIES
By: Chuk Okoji

U

ntil we get the right people to handle the
affairs of this country, that is when we can
have the egress to many out of the woes
betiding the nation. The appointment of port
folios to the perceived allies and intimate ones in
no doubt ticking the hand of Nigeria's progress
backward. Of course, many out of those in the
helm of affairs wallow in the murky water of
ineptitude and quackery.
If anyone should ask me which one should be
scrapped among the ministerial port folios in the
present administration, I will not feel remorse to
hand pick the Minister Of Information and
Culture. Alhaji Lai Mohammed, the Honourable
Minister Of Information and Culture is one of
those ministers who only earn big without efforts.
Lai Mohammed was one of the members of
President Buhari's cabinet in 2015 to 2019 and at
the same time, resurface in 2019. What lie
Mohammed could deliver as achievement is
bundle of lies and propaganda in the media till
date.
It could be recalled that, Lai Mohammed was
one of the conk supporter of death by hanging
punishment for social media bill, a bill passed by
Senate to instill a death punishment on anyone

Can you imagine someone that
proclaimed that his country is the
safest in the world still admitted that
Boko Harams are killing Christians

who spreads hate speech. Few months later,
the Minister came out to debunk his awareness
of death by hanging punishment for hate
speech offenders. The minister denied his
knowledge of the bill during an interview
session with Tim Sebastian of conflict zone on
an international TV. The controversial nature of
Lai Mohammed could also be noticed when
Finland Ambassador, Dr. Jyrki Pulkkimen visited
Nigeria. The Minister blatantly said, Nigeria is the
safest place to live in the world. Can you
imagine someone that proclaimed that his
country is the safest in the world still admitted
that Boko Harams are killing Christians. This
particular statement exposed the country to
mockery when it's obvious that the country is no
longer at ease. Boko Haram members are
killing and maiming causing carnage by
incendiary, Fulani herdsmen have become a
more dreaded killers including bandits. Is it not
funny when the Minister of Information and
Culture told a foreigner who is more aware of
the pervasive killings in the country that the so
called country is the safest in the world?
Another ignominy was displayed against the
country on NTA channel during last qualifier
played in Akwa Ibom by National Team. The
coverage was not only poor but embarrassing.
A
National Television channel under the
Honourable Minister of Information and Culture
could not relay a football match clearly. After
the NTA ineptitude, Lai Mohammed came out
again to tell Nigerians that with $500, he would
turn NTA to CNN. I'm still laughing here in China.
page
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NIGERIANS HAVE STARTED AGAIN, WHAT ABOUT THOSE AT THE BACK
(THE BACKGROUND), WON’T THEY COVER THEIR NOSE TOO OR THEY
THEIR NOSE TOO OR THEY SWALLOW ANTI-CORONAVIRUS?
The minister said this when he appeared before
the senate committee on local and foreign
loans. The $500 million is part of the $30 billion
loan President Muhammadu Buhari is asking the
national assembly to approve. According to Lai
Mohammed, he said NTA can only achieve this
feat when it is digitalized as there is already
manpower in place.
In his remarks, he said in 2014, Nigeria made $23
million from music alone and about $53 million in
2019 and the country is looking forward to
making $83 million in 2025. It could be recalled
that The International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) in 2006 gave June 17, 2015, as deadline for
all members of the organisation to migrate from
analogue to digital but Nigeria could not meet
up with the deadline along-side most countries in
sub-Saharan Africa, the deadline was moved to
2017, which was not reliable and today the
target is June 17, 2020. How would Lai
Mohammed meet the target through lies and
propaganda?

Recently, Nigeria recorded first
case of
coronavirus, a deadliest disease touring round
the countries. The Honourable Minister of
Information and Culture is saddled with the
responsibility of orientating the Nigerian citizens
across the country through National Orientation
Agency under his watch. Till this moment, the
minister is only in the media on a gibberish
natter. No substantial achievement done as a
contribution to the development of national
rather than lies and ineptitude.
At this juncture, one would agree with me that
Lai Mohammed is one of the wrong peg in a hole.
I think the Honourable Minister needs to study
hard to know what is expected of a Minister of
Information and Culture rather than feeding us
with lies and unfounded propaganda about this
administration. God bless Nigeria!
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ROAD MAP TO A WELL GUARANTEED SAFETY OF NIGERIANS,
THE COMPELLING ACTIONS THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY MUST UNDERTAKE
By: Zainab Olaoye

Sen. Ahmed Lawan (Senate President)

IGP Abubakar Adamu (Inspector General of Police)

T

he security situation in Nigeria has been so
enormous and embarrassing to government.
To tackle insecurity it is imperative to
investigate and identify it sources and causes.
This paper isolates and clarifies different sources
and causes of insecurity in Nigeria. This paper
also suggested the compelling actions that
should be taken by the national assembly that
can accommodate both long term and
immediate solutions to guarantee
the safety of Nigerians.

people for development. The term security has
been used to mean protection against or safety
from a future risk of severe development injury or
death and requires rules, order and impartial
adjudication and application. Security
according to ACHUMBA, IGHOMEREHO and
AKPO-ROBARO[2013], refers to a situation that
exists as a result of the establishment of
measure for the protecting of persons,
information and property against
...It is the existence of
hostile persons, influence and
actions. It is the existence of
condition within which
SAFETY : It is a process 0r means
condition
within which people
people in a society can
of protecting or preventing a
in
a
society
can go about their
go about their normal
person, property, or an
normal daily activities without
organization against external
daily activities without
any threat to their lives or
or internal defect, danger, loss,
any threat to their
property. It embraces all
criminals, and other individuals
lives or property
measures
designed to protect
0r actions that threaten, hinder,
and safeguard the citizen and
destroy, or deprive it of its intended
resources
of individuals, groups,
purpose for being.
businesses and the nation against sabotage
or
violence
occurrence ACHUMBO et al, 2013].
THE STATE SECURITY : The state is generally
Security
is
the
protection against all forms of harm
presented as a people organized for law and
development in a given territory. As law and whether physical, economic or psychological. It
order, territory and development encapsulated is however argued that security may not be
in sovereignty to operate. The state serves absence threat or security issues but the ability to
utilitarian purpose, hence, it does not end itself. raise the challenges posed by threats with
The purpose of the state is to ensure secured expediency and expertise. Security cannot
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traditional instruments of national security
namely; the criminal justice system [police justice
and correctional service/prisons]. The second
and more important relates to the nature of
governance, its institutions and rules, norms, and
value that underpin it-as well as the efficiency
therefore THOMOS [2008]. Human security
according to PAMSHA idea of positive peace,
human rights and sustainable developments. It is
related to the enhancement of livelihoods of all
people at risk.

SEN. Ovie Omo Agege (Deputy Senate President)

therefore exist without provision for national
security. Aggressive and repressive states can be
major sources of human suffering.
NATIONAL SECURITY: It refers to the absence of
threats to core values and the prevention of
public disorders. Security could be seen at two
levels; the state and individual. Individual
security has to do with core values such as job
security, social security and security against
national disaster whereas at the state level,
security connotes the safeguard of territorial
integrity of the state against internal and
external aggressors [ATOYEBI, 2003].
THAMO[2008] noted that national security is to
feel safe which safety should stand guaranteed
by the political dispense in such a way that wars
may be less likely and the normal condition
among state may prevail. National security also
envisages preparations for all sorts of defense
which may appear as preparedness for war.
NWEZE [2004] conceptualized national security s
the prevention, protection, and guarantee of
the safety of life, property, wealth of the citizen
and measures to guard against threats to
national sovereignty. It equally implies freedom
from danger to life and property and people to
pursue legitimate interest within the society
[BASSEY 2004]
National security is concerned about those
governmental institutions that seek to ensure the
physical protection and safety of their citizens,
their equal access to the law and protection
from abuse. These are two sets of government
system and institutions concerned with national
security. The first component consists of the

The value of the respect of human rights, the
dignity of the individual, respect for diversity,
community empowerment, decentralized form
of government, peace and co-existence and
the accountability and transparency of actions
aimed at the betterment of livelihood [human
security report 2003]. These values aspire towards
the creation of an enabling environment for
development of people at risk, a minimum social
security not for these in need, clear vision and
approach to participation and empowerment
and milestones for the achievement of those
aspirations [THAMOS 2008]. The promotion of
human security is realized through freedom from
want and fear.
INSECURITY AND SOURCES OF INSECURITY
INSECURITY: Given the fundamental
presentation of security, insecurity is the
presence of or apprehension of these
tendencies that could undermine internal
cohesion and corporate existence of the nation
and its ability to maintain its vital institution for the
promotion of its core values and socio-political
objectives; as well as meet the legitimate
aspiration of the people. It also implies the
presence or apprehension of a non-condusive
atmosphere for the people to pursue their
legitimate interest with in the society. It embodies
the presence of apprehension of threat to, or

Individual security has to do with
core values such as job security,
social security and security against
national disaster whereas
at the state level
page
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direct violation of security. It implies threat to
individual security, state security and of the
environment. IMBOBIGHE 2003 to include;
religious, political intolerance mismanagement
of resources, subversion and sabotage,
espionage, smuggling alien influx, armed
robbery, civil unrest, revolutionary insurgency,
some common descriptors of insecurity
according to ACHUMBA et al 2013] include:
want of safety, danger, hazard, uncertainty,
doubt, inadequately guarded or protected, lack
of stability, troubled, lack of protection and
being unsafe. Beland [2005] defined insecurity as
a concrete or alleged lack of protection, that is,
lack of protection that is, lack or inadequate
freedom from danger. These definition reflects
physical insecurity which into many other forms
of insecurity such as economic security and
social security. It is however depressing that
Nigeria is yet to develop a credible security
policy in the face of serious, threatening internal
security challenge [EKOKO and VOGT, 1990]
SOURCE OF INSECURITY IN NIGERIA
NWOZE [2004] identified source of insecurity in
Nigeria to include; militarism, and military
experiences, ethnic/religious pluralism,
unemployment, poverty, and failure of
governance, socio-economic inequalities and
demographic factors, small arms and
ammunition trafficking, migration and indigene
question in Nigeria, Nigeria's socio- economic
status in Africa and
the illegal alien issues,
globalization, porous security heritage and
external influence. It is necessary to distinguish
between different causes as each may require
different remedy. The sources of insecurity in
Nigeria can be traced to a number of factors
beyond the external and internal dichotomy.
Sources of insecurity can equally be classified as
either remote or proximate and immediate. In
Nigeria, the challenges is not so much about
external sources but rather, that of internal
sources. Hence, the focus of the paper was on
the internal source.

According to IGBUZOR [2011]
the state of insecurity in Nigeria
is a function of government failure
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Rt. Hon. Femi Gbajabiamila (Speaker,Federal House of Rep)

REMOTE [ROOT] FACTORS
1.LACK OF INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY: There is
apparently a breakdown of institutional
infrastructure. The foundations of institution
framework in Nigeria according to ACHUMBA et
al[2013] are very shaky and have resulted in the
deterioration of state governance and
democratic accountability, thereby paralyzing
existing set of constraints including the formal
and legitimate rules listed in the hierarchy of
social order. According to IGBUZOR [2011] the
state of insecurity in Nigeria is a function of
government failure. This is manifested by the
inability of government to deliver public services
and provide the basic need of the masses. Lack
of basic necessities in Nigeria has created a pool
of frustrated people who are easily ignited by
any event to become violent. It is argued that
Nigeria has the resources to provide for her
people, but corruption of public office holders
has made it impossible. Nigeria according to
HAZEN and HONER [2007] is a paradox of plenty,
a very rich country with very poor people. With
this kind of situation, insecurity of lives and
properties is bound to occur.
2.PERVASIVE MATERIALS, INEQUALITIES AND
UNFAIRNESS : Great disparity in life chances I a
major root cause of insecurity in Nigeria.
Inequality and unfairness as given rise to
grievances by a greater number of people.
Some section of the people may feel
marginalized in government development
policies, political offices may become a source
of disaffection and resentment. According to
ONUOHA [2011], a large number of the Nigerian
people have become frustrated and lost hope,
particularly the youths who have taken to
violence.
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as public intrusion matters of state. Frequently, on
every given incident, public and government
reactions diverge. The media have not helped
matter in such situation. Such reports have
always been capitalized upon in sophisticated
ways by various groups, some of which are
violent to incite public clamour for a change and
immediate reaction through strategically
provocative violence. The truth is that the media
has contributed to exacerbate insecurity or
perception of insecurity in Nigeria. The pen is said
to be mightier than the sword.

Hon. Ahmed Wase (Deputy Speaker,Federal House of Rep)

3. ETHNIC-RELIGIOUS GROUP: Among the various
ethnic groups and religions in Nigeria, have
arisen distrust and lack of confidence.
According to HAZEN and HANER 2007], SALAWU
[2010] and IGBUZOR [2010],ethnic religions
conflict is a major source of insecurity in Nigeria.
Frequent and persistent ethnic conflicts and
religious clashes between the two dominant
religions [Islam and Christianity] present the
country with a major security challenge. In every
part of Nigeria, there are existences of ethnoreligious conflicts which according to IBRAHIM
and IGBUZOR [2002] have arisen as a result of
new and particularistic forms of political
consciousness and identity often associated
with ethno-religious identities. As ADEGBA et al
[2012] have noted, claim over scarce resources,
power, land, chieftaincy, local government
council, control f markets, and sharia among
other trivial issues have resulted in large scale
killings and violence among groups in Nigeria.
4. CONFLICT OF PERCEPTIONS BETWEEN THE
PUBLIC AND GOVERNMENT: Over time, there has
been a standing mis-match between public and
government perceptions. A situation which
often results in the reaction of the public to the
excesses of the military regimes which governed
Nigeria has created sensitivity by in government

The truth is that
the media has contributed
to exacerbate insecurity
or perception of insecurity
in Nigeria

5.WEAK SECURITY SYSTEM: This arises from
inadequate equipment for the security arm of
government both in the personnel. In most cases,
security personnel lack the expertise and
equipment to handle such situations in a way to
prevent them from occurring. Even when this
exist, some personnel get influenced by ethnic,
religious or communal sentiment and are usually
swallowed by their personal interest to serve their
people as a result become saboteurs of
government effort by supporting and fuelling
insecurity through either lacking vital security
information or aiding and abetting criminals to
acquire weapons or to escape the long arm of
law.
6.LOSS OF SOCIO-CULTURAL AND COMMUNAL
VALUE SYSTEM: The traditional values system of he
Nigerian society like most other African societies
according to CLIFFORD [2009] is characterized
by such enduring features as collectivism, loyalty
to authority and community, truthfulness,
honesty, hard work, tolerance, love for others,
mutual harmony, and co-existence and
identification of individual with one another.
Other distinctive features of the Nigerian
traditional society are abhorrence for theft,
incest and high values for life. STEALING was
considered extremely disgraceful and lives were
highly valued. All these values which made
society secured and safe have all gradually
been discarded or lost. New obnoxious values
have succeeded the lost ones. We are often
acquainted with 'modernity and civilization'.
Most traditional Nigerian endearing values and
morals have been traded off for western values
which portend a dangerous precedence.
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IMMEDIATE AND PROXIMATE FACTORS:
7.POROUS BORDERS: One major immediate
factor which has aggravated insecurity in
Nigeria is the porous frontiers of the country
where individuals are largely untracked. The
porosity of the Nigerian borders has serious
security implications for the country. Given the
porousness of our borders as well as weak
security system, weapons and small arms get into
Nigeria easily from other countries. Small arms
and light weapons, proliferations and availability
of these weapons have enabled militants groups
and criminal gangs to have easy access to arms
[HAZEN and HORNER 2017]. According to EDEKO
[2011], Nigeria is estimated to host over 70% of
about 8million illegal weapons in West Africa.
Due to the porosity of Nigeria borders,
unwarranted influx of migrants from neighboring
African countries such as, Republic of Chad,
Niger, and Benin as become possible. This
migrants who are mostly young men according
to ADEOLA and OLUYEMI [2012], are some of the
perpetrators of crimes in Nigeria.
8.RURAL AND URBAN DRIFT: The migration of
jobless youths from rural to urban centre also
causes insecurity in Nigeria. According to
ONOHA [2011], Nigeria is one of the countries in
the world, with very high rural and urban drift.
Most urban area in Nigeria have grown beyond
their environmental carrying capacities and
existing infrastructure and these as resulted to
increased poor quality of the living conditions.
Out of frustrations due to over population, these
youths are drawn into crime.
9. SOCIAL IRRESPONSIBILITY OF COMPANIES:
Corporate social irresponsibility is a set of actions
that increases externalized costs and/or
promotes distributional conflicts. Companies
engage in corporate social responsibility [CSR] in
order to offset corporate social responsibility. The
rise of terror groups in some parts of the country is
directly related to the neglect of social
responsibility. Thus was the case in the Niger
Delta Region crisis.
10. UNEMPLOYMENT AND POVERTY: As a result of
the high level of unemployment and poverty
among Nigerians, particularly the youths, they
are adversely attracted to violent crimes.
ADABGA et al[2012], NWAGBOSO[2012], noted
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that the failure of successive administrations in
Nigeria to address challenges of poverty,
unemployment and inequitable distribution of
wealth among ethnic nationalities are the major
causes of insecurity in Nigeria.
11. TERRORISM: Today, terrorism is the most
fundamental source of insecurity in Nigeria and
its primary source is located in religious
fanaticism and intolerance, particularly in Muslim
dominated states of Nigeria. Terrorism which is a
global phenomenon was defined by SAMPSON
ANS ONUOHA [2011] as the premeditated use of
threat or violence by an individual or group to
cause fear, destruction or death, especially
against unarmed targets, property or
infrastructure in state, intended to compel those
in authority to respond to the demands and
expectation of the individual or group behind
such violent acts. Terrorism in Nigeria is an Islamic
insurgence with a political undertone by a
faceless group based in the northern region of
the country, which calls itself BOKO HARAM,
which takes in to account the legitimate
political, social and economic grievances of the
northern population. According to OLUOKUN
[2014], Nigeria has lost up to 1500 lives in the north
since 2009 since the insurgency of BOKO HARAM.
SOLUTIONS AND COMPELLING ACTIONS THAT THE
NATIONAL ASSEMBLY MUST UNDERTAKE
The nation at large a role to play in arriving at a
guaranteed safety of Nigerians. This paper as
properly explained the role of each and every
person in the country to ensure a well
guaranteed safety of Nigerians.
THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT: To overcome
insecurity, there is need for intelligence
gathering and surveillance so that law
enforcement agency could become proactive
and reasonably predict potential crime with

According to OLUOKUN [2014],
Nigeria has lost up to 1500 lives
in the north since 2009 since
the insurgency of BOKO HARAM
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damage responses to national security is as a
result of dearth of preemptive intelligence
among security personnel. There should
institutionalized approach rather than the
epidemic and reactive response adopted by
government.

Alh. Yusuf Bichi (Director General, DSS)

near accuracy rather than being reactive.
According to ACHUMBA et al [2013], the
menace of insecurity calls for a new approach
founded on creditable intelligence gathering.
Government should not only continue to
engage the security personnel, it should rather
more than ever before, recognize the need to
devote more attention to security intelligence,
capacity building to meet the global best
practice standard and acquisition of modern
technology. Although the Nigerian government
has introduced the use of computer-based
Closed Circuit Television [CCTV] cameras in
public places in Abuja to monitor and record
events that takes place in a particular location,
OGUNLEYE in ACHUMBA et al [2013] have argue
that for it be effective, government should
ensure that these cameras are properly
managed and maintained, ensure proper
recording with good quality images and
incidences records on cameras should be
followed up by the police or appropriate
authority.
There is the need to modernize the security
agencies through capacity building in
advanced training, intelligence sharing,
advanced technology, logistics, motivation and
change of orientation. This will enhance the
operational capabilities of the security agencies
by identified avenues that would enable them
respond appropriately to internal security
challenges and other threats. There should
equally be complete overhaul of the security
institutions in Nigeria to reflect international
standards of best practices in order to pre-empt
security breaches. The consistent pattern of post

Government at all levels should not compromise
in enforcing the law, particularly in corruption
cases. The judiciary ought to have time scales for
corruption and security cases at this stage of our
development. In Nigeria, the law to act as a
deterrent since corruption and insecurity has
largely been compromised. The law
enforcement agency should be given
incentives, good condition services and social
security if they will become incorruptible and
fare better in cause of discharging their duties.
There is need to reorder priorities and seek better
understanding of the underlined causes and
dynamic of the insecurity in the country, with the
aim to provide effective conflict prevention and
management strategies. According to
AKPABIBIBO [2003], the formulation and
effective implementation of policies and
programs to address the root causes of insecurity
in Nigeria particularly with regards to poverty,
unemployment, environmental degradation,
injustice, corruption, porous borders, and small
arms proliferations have become crucial.
Therefore, efforts to tackle insecurity can only be
effective if there is a robust combination of
legislative and judicial interventions with
government reforms that address some acute
human security challenges.
THE ROLE OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS
Business can only operate successfully in a
secured environment. Environmental changes

There should
institutionalized
approach rather than the
epidemic and reactive
response adopted
by government
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have significant impact on business operations
and sustainability. Little wonder ELUMELU [2004]
contended that business enterprises can
contribute towards security and safety
development in Nigeria through long-term
strategy of creating and providing jobs for the
unemployed and cooperating with regulatory
authorities and security agencies to fight crime.
Business organizations should equally be socially
responsible. Where a firm is socially responsible,
and does not exploit the community where it
operates, it may not experience issues of
insecurities. Cooperate organizations are also
expected to address issues of pollution, product
safety, job discriminations. They are expected to
assist government in the provision of traffic lights
on major streets and electrification of towns and
villages where they operate.

THE ROLE OF CIVIL SOCIETY
Due to inability of government to provide
adequate security, there is need for civil society
to advance the importance of security in
Nigeria. With active involvement of civil society in
security management, it is most likely that we
could have less violence, human right abuses
and social injustice. They have to play the roles of
critic, catalysts and advocates of public interest.
They are most likely to raise public awareness on
disastrous effects of insecurity.
THE ROLES OF RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
Religious organization in Nigeria can play very
prominent roles to ensure security in the country
since their teachings are the basis of value
development in the modern world. The role of
values cannot be overemphasized since values
govern behaviours. Where social values and
norms governing human rights in both private
and public place are distorted, violated an
comprised, the people and government live in
atmosphere of instability and insecurity
[CLIFFORD, 2009]. If every religion can tolerate
one another, religious crisis is likely to be
mitigated.
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Due to inability of government to
provide adequate security,
there is need for civil society to
advance the importance of
security in Nigeria
our collective responsibilities towards lasting
peace in Nigeria, communities should strive to
live peacefully with each other. They should
equally be vigilant of strangers in their midst to
ensure that criminals do not have access to their
localities.
THE ROLES OF INDIVIDUALS
Security should be everybody's business.
Individuals should cultivate the habit of security
consciousness and report any security situation
to the appropriate authority [ not only the police]
immediately. Every individual should develop a
high level of security awareness and alertness
since they understand their communities better.
Any report of suspicious behavior or activity
could lead to actionable intelligence hence,
disruption of attacks. Though early detection of
crime and its prevention, safety and enabling
environment would be provided for people to
operate and for economic development to
thrive.
CONCLUSION
The security situation has grown from bad to
worst and this has affected business
organizations and sustainable national
development. So far, the approach adopted
has been reactive instead of pre-emptive. This
paper contended a change in approach such
that crimes are nipped in the bud. The paper
equally analyzed the roles government, business
organizations, civil societies, communities, and
individuals are expected to play to check
insecurity and criminality in Nigeria.

THE ROLES OF THE COMMUNITIES
It is imperative that security management be
significantly aide through the cooperation of
local communities. Depending on our
perceptions and sincere feeling with regards to
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NIGERIA YOUTH WORKERS ASSOCIATION (NYWA)
Unveiling the Platform for Youth Work Practitioners in Nigeria

Y

outh work in Nigeria has a rich history, a strong
present and an exciting future. For years, Youth
Development sector has not enjoyed its due
recognition and attention as it has not been treated
as a core business. This has created a big gap and has
not helped the sector to strive as expected.
Youth Work is important to national growth and
development. It supports young people who are the
leaders of today and the future to thrive by making
them discover themselves and achieve their life set
goals.
Nigeria needs an organized Youth Workers
Association, most especially at this critical time when
the government and society struggle to resolve the
various prevailing youth problems like Poverty,
Destitution and Unemployment, Drug Abuse and
Mental illness, Gangsterism, Cultism, Militancy,
Conflict and Violent crimes.
The coming of the Nigeria Youth Workers Association is
therefore timely to bring in modern scientific
knowledge, techniques, principles and skills to
address the prevailing youth problems in the country.
The good news is the enthusiasm stakeholders across
the country have shown to support the process of the
debut of a national umbrella body. This is so as many
have been eager and waiting for a time when Youth
Workers can be united and be organized so as to be
valued alongside other professionals like teachers,
doctors, councilors, sport coaches, nurses etc.
After due consultations with relevant stakeholders
and the Youth Ministry, we are glad to announce the
birth of the NIGERIA YOUTH WORKERS ASSOCIATION
(NYWA), a distinct association for Youth Work
Practitioners in Nigeria. It is a platform for us to be
connected, effective, ethical and accountable to
ourselves and the young people we work with. NYWA
is not a Youth Organization and it is not contending
with any youth led Organization.
Establishing Youth Workers Associations is gradually
becoming a global phenomenal as championed by
the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth Alliance of
Youth Workers Association (CAYWA) was created to
bring together Youth Development Workers from the

Commonwealth countries. CAYWA is aimed at raising
the standard and status of youth work by connecting
strengthening and furthering the professionalization
of Youth Work as well as main streaming youth issues in
government policies. The Nigeria Youth Workers
Association (NYWA) is affiliated to this international
organisation.
Mission Statement of NYWA:
To uplift the standard and status of Youth Work by
advocating, connecting, strengthening and
championing Youth Work as a profession in Nigeria.
Objectives of NYWA:
-To serve as umbrella body for Youth workers in Nigeria
and projecting Youth Work as a profession.
-To enhance the welfare and growth of members and
to promote standard code of ethical practice among
Youth Workers.
-To organize on regular basis, seminars, workshops,
conferences and training to improve the capacity of
members
-To affiliate and partner with International
Organisations with similar goals and objectives as
ours.
- To promote the main streaming of youth issues in
government policies, advocate the implementation
of the National Youth Policy and other relevant policy
documents that will advance the course of Youth
Development in Nigeria.
-To publish on regular basis informative and educative
materials like journals, newsletters and books on Youth
Development.
Who can join NYWA?
Career Youth Workers
Youth Development Officers
Experienced past and current Youth Leaders
Employees/Office holders of Faith Based and
Community Based Youth Organizations
Youth Coaches, Mentors and Councilors.

LET'S JOIN HANDS TO BUILD A FORMIDABLE PLATFORM
NYWA IS FOR YOU AND I
Courtesy: Hon Ben Duntoye
Protem Chairman
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DR. OLUFOLAKE ABDULRAZAQ

FIRST AMONG
THE FIRST LADIES
By: Habeeb Tajudeen

Dr. Mrs Foluke Abdulrazak

T

ideology and thoughts, and that which
Abdulrasaq family believes in the ideology, the
First Lady Mrs Olufolake has not been found
wanting.

This was in expectation of bringing on board new
ideas and entrenching new ways of doing things
in the state. No wonder, the theme after the
election changed from O to ge, " enough is
enough", to Iseya, " development work began."

This is in consonance with a Yoruba saying that
says; 'iruigbin nineigbin' -- which connote that
birds of a feather flocks together. The wife has
been busy dealing with building sustainability
for the government and should be celebrated
on development and growth.

he 2019 general elections ushered in a new
dawn in Kwara political history and it's no
longer a news that a new sheriff was
enthroned.

The biggest beneficiary of the O to ge revolution
Governor AbdulRazaq expectedly hit the
ground running, he came in with a blistering
energy. He became synonymous with the see
and touch system of governance: whatever he
sees, he gives positive touches. He moves
around the state, checking and executing what
is important and standing as a priority.
In ten months, his impact has been felt in health,
infrastructure, education and indeed economic
development. This, taken into consideration the
meagre resources available, is a great feat.
While the governor is busy with governance, of
course, family is a group of people bonded in

The biggest beneficiary of the
“O to ge” revolution
Governor AbdulRazaq expectedly
hit the ground running, he came
in with a blistering energy

The most prevalent problem of today's world
has to do with the future-- youths. They take to
social vices, drug abuse, thuggery, prostitution,
indecent dressing and all other forms of
immoralities as they become norms in our
society.
Dr. Olufoluke Razaq, described as a pride of the
nation in the diplomatic circle, understands the
threat such could pose to the growth and
development of the state and indeed the
future through her organization, Ajike People's
Support Centre launched an holistic campaign
against these vices.
An outreach tagged "catch them young" was
launched through the support group, a class to
class, school to school sensitization was
embarked upon for secondary school students.
This was to sensitise and orientate the young
leaders on the dangers of engaging in these
vices.
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Dr. Olufolake, a diplomat by training who rose
to the position of the Minister/Head (Consular
Education and Welfare Section, Nigeria High
Commission, London) before then had been
the Minister/Deputy Head Industry, Trade and
Investment, Nigeria High Commission London,
thus providing her with an insight into the
menace of human trafficking and its effect on
humanity led a campaign against the
menace recently.
The well publicised campaign speaks to the
dangers and the potential to live as
exemplified by the horrific experience of
Nigerians in Libya She organized a symposium,
distributed flyers and embarked on radio
jingles. Interestingly, the campaign came at
the appropriate time where a case involving a
kwaran in trafficking was making the rounds on
the social media.
On the 30th of November 2019, Ajike, being a
mother, a woman of repute and an
empathetic First Lady, also led a walk against
gender-based violence in Ilorin, the Kwara
state capital. It was aimed at creating
awareness on the effect of this phenomenon
on national and global growth.
Since she became Kwara state First Lady, Mrs
Olufoluke Rasaq has feared tremendously in
many human development capacities
without finances from the government. She
has worked with different government
organizations including NAPTIP, NDLEA and
other non- governmental organizations in a bid
to improve people's lives, most especially
women, and aid development.
As Governor AbdulRazaq continues to make
the headlines for various great reasons, the First
Lady's impact cannot also be overstated. For a
government with a clear interest in women
development, Dr. Olufolake is the face of the
new dawn in Kwara. She has truly
demonstrated and presented a new way to
being a First Lady: motherly, intelligent and
industrious. Her pet project, Ajike People's
Support Centre is a departure from the past.
With less media noise, they are touching lives
definitively. That is being first among equals.
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WATCH OUT
The resolution of the age-long
leadership crisis rocking the
National Youth Council of
Nigeria has been achieved.

NEXT

EDITION

The hitherto factional leaders
have resolved to unite the
NYCN family under a
unanimous leadership.....
The legitimate President of the
National Youth Council of
Nigeria as agreed by all is Amb
Sukubo Sara-Igbe Sukubo.
Full details of the intricacies of
the crises and resolutions in the
Next Edition of The Exponent
Magazine

AMB. SUKUBO SARA-IGBE SUKUBO
President, National Youth Council of Nigeria
(Consensus)
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ON SANUSI'S DETHRONING

THE NORTH ONLY BEHEADS
THE BEARERS OF TRUTH
By: Fredrick Nwabufo

Alh. Sanusi Lamido (The Dethroned Emir of Kano)

N

orthern Nigeria is prostrate. It is the axis of
uglies – banditry, insurgency,
kidnapping, diseases, ignorance, and
drug abuse. Alas! The region's elite are aware of
the problems, but look away because the
disequilibrious status quo sustains them. What is
petrifying, however, is that they maul and
clobber at anyone who spits the truth in their
faces.
I think, this is the mortal sin of Muhammad Sanusi
II, emir of Kano – beyond his politics with
Abdullahi Ganduje, governor of Kano.
But wait! The World Bank says 87 percent of
Nigeria's poor are in the north. And that while
poverty is plummeting in the south, it is rocketing
in the upper region.
“Poverty in the northern regions of the country
has been increasing especially in the north-west

zone. Almost half of all poor lived in the northwest and the north accounts for 87 percent of
all poor in the country in 2016,'' the Bretton
Woods institution said in its report entitled
'Advancing social protection in a dynamic
Nigeria' in February 2020.
In August, 2019, the federal government
revealed that 1,460 people were killed by
bandits in seven months. And that the northwest is the worst-hit by this bloody enterprise.
The killings have steadied, expanding in
proportion and execution in the region.
In his accustomed manner, Sanusi recently
vocalised these depressing gures of
retrogression in the north – as regards the World
Bank report -- earning himself praise from
progressive Nigerians and reprimand from the
usual suspects -- those stuck in the cesspit of
bigotry.
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Alh. Sanusi Lamido with Governor of Kano State Before Dethronment

Alh. Aminu Ado Bayero - The Emir of Kano

Also, the gady emir of Kano, whom I regard as
the John the Baptist of the north for his vociferous
condemnation of this status quo, is alone in his
advocacy against irresponsible polygamy, Almajiri and child marriage – practices the
northern elite espouse. He is the face of a
progressive north; the northerner of the new
age. As a matter of fact, on different occasions
he had complained about the northern elite
whom he said wanted to silence him for
speaking the truth about the region.
''Our colleagues and compatriots among the
elite do not like statistics. Numbers are disturbing.
I recently gave a speech in which I said the
north-east and north-west of Nigeria are the
poorest parts of the country. This simple
statement of fact has generated so much heat;
the noise has yet to die down. The response to
this speech has been a barrage of personal
attacks and insults aimed at silencing any voices
that dare shine the light on the society to which
we are saying Bring Back our Girls,'' he said at a
lecture held to commemorate the Chibok girls
abduction.
And I guess they can only take the throne away
from him but cannot take away his royalty in the
community of decent humans. Really, I believe
the emir would rather give up his throne than be
gagged by the shareholders of iniquity.
To say the least, Sanusi's dethroning was not
unexpected. Ganduje had always shown his
hand in this plot. Really, the emir of Kano never
hid his dislike for him. But what is there to like
about a governor who was allegedly caught on
camera stufng wads of dollars into his
babariga? In the build-up to the 2019

governorship election in the state, the emir was
not shy in expressing his disapproval to
Ganduje's candidature.
So, Ganduje, who considers Sanusi a ''loud
mouth'', plotted a bitter revenge after he was
re-elected. He had moved to remove the emir
in 2018 but for the intervention of some ''higher
powers''. However, he whittle-down the power
of the emir by creating new emirates from his
domain. He was not done though. He rustledup allegations, set up probe panels – all in the
desperation to embarrass Sanusi.
But Sanusi was still talking.
Really, one of the most abrasive places to exist
is in the circle of non-progressives. You talk
different, think different or act different, they
will feel threatened. Even when you try to
clown around; the aboriginal clowns will still
feel threatened because you do not look the
part.
I think, Emir Sanusi is light-years away from the
people he is dealing with in Kano government.
He is needed more at the top echelon of
government where he can contribute more
meaningfully to the development of Nigeria.
Northern Nigeria is not ready for an emir like
Sanusi. He is ahead of his time.

As a matter of fact, on different
occasions he had complained about
the northern elite whom he said
wanted to silence him for speaking
the truth about the region
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RUINING THE LEGACY OF THE NIGERIAN JUDICIARY:

A CASE STUDY OF THE RECENT AGITATION
OF THE DECISIONS OF THE SUPREME COURT
IN PRE-ELECTION AND ELECTION
By: Kayode Olukayode Ajulo

The only interpretation which may be given to
the scenario which is currently playing out is
that it is an attempt to rewrite to law, cow the
Supreme Court to the ill-conceived public
opinion sentiment which is currently being
branded out in both the print and the social
media by some persons; and an attempt to
ridicule the Nigerian justice system.

Alh. Ibrahim Tanko Mohammed (Chief Justice of Nigeria)

T

he recent applications by some persons to
the Supreme Court for the review the
decision of the apex court in the appeals
which emanated from the decision of the
Tribunals in the recently concluded elections is
quite worrisome and disappointing to say the
least.
It is disappointing in the sense that the parties
involved are represented by eminent members
of the bar who are than familiar with the principle
of law guiding appellate jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court.
It is worrisome in the sense that the grant of this
strange indulgence may open a window of
uncertainty and in fact and corruption of the
age-long legacy of the Supreme Court as
enshrined in the doctrine of nality of judgement
of the court and the desirability of putting an end
to litigation.

For the avoidance to doubts and at the risk of
repetition, through the entire gamut of
appellate procedure, one principle is seen to
be constant, that is there must be an end to
litigation.
It is recognition of this that the Apex Court in
Order 2 Rule 26 and Order 8 Rule 16 of the
Supreme Court Rules states as follows:
(1) An application to strike out or set aside for
non-compliance with these Rules, or for any
other irregularity arising from the rules of
practice and procedure in this Court, any
proceedings or any step taken in any
proceedings or any document, judgment or
order therein shall only be entertained by the
Court if it is made within a reasonable time and
before the party applying has taken any fresh
step after becoming aware of the irregularity.
(2) An application under this rule may be made
by motion and the grounds of objection must
be stated therein. See Order 2 Rule 29 Supreme
Court Rules

In fact, in the celebrated case of Adegoke
Motors v. Adesanya, Oputa JSC, of blessed
memory, stated in clear terms that while
reiterating the nality of the decision of the
Supreme Court on issues submitted to it for
determination that like other human
contraption, the justice system may be
susceptible to minor imperfection in some
material particular, there must still be an end to
litigation.
Chief Wole Olanipekun, SAN

Chief Afe Babalola, SAN
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(1) The Court shall review any judgment once
given and delivered by it save to correct any
clerical mistake or some error arising from any
accidental slip or omission, or to vary the
judgment or order so as to give effect to its
meaning or intention.
A judgment or order shall be varied when it
correctly represents what the Court decided nor
shall the operative and substantive part of it be
varied and a different form substituted. See
Order 8 Rule 18 of the Supreme Court Rules. It is
also important to state that the Supreme Court
has the inherent powers to set aside its decision
as decided in a long line of decided cases where
there is fraud, mistake and where the decision is
reached in the absence of or in excess of
jurisdiction. All these instances have already
been covered by the decision of the Supreme
Court in the recent of NBA v Iteogu.
In the entire gamut of the Nigerian law, it is not
provided anywhere that the Supreme Court can
review its decision but rather correct mistake
under the slip rule as provided in Order 8 Rule 16
of the Supreme Court Rules.
One thing is clear in the circumstances of these
application for review. There is a seeming
attempt by counsel to resubmit issues which
have been or ought to have been submitted to
the court for determination but which was not.
The law neither contemplates nor envisages a
situation where a party who has every
opportunity to submit to the Court all issues
arising from the facts of his case but failed to do
so, to now bring an application to the court to
resubmit those issues under the guise of an
application for review contrary to the age-long
established principle of law as established in
decided cases. This, in my considered opinion, is
what the inux of the application for review is all
about and I still maintain the position that there
must be an end to litigation and that end is
reached upon the pronouncement of the
judgment of the Supreme Court.
Conducting a solemn matrimony between the
foregoing stated position of the law and the fact
of the cases based on which the Supreme Court
is currently being inundated/ooded by
application for review, there is a revelation of a
dark agenda by a section of the bar in cahoot
with some politicians to cow the Supreme Court
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and to introduce public sentiment into issues
which have been settled by the Court.
Flowing from the foregoing, In one of the cases,
Party A contested the Election and was declared
winner affecting polling the highest number of
lawful votes cast and the victory was upheld by
the Supreme Court. Meanwhile before the
election, there was pre-election suit challenging
the candidacy of the of the Party A candidate
on the ground that the deputy gave false
information in form CF0001 which was submitted
to INEC.
In both suit culminating to the decision to the
Supreme Court parties submitted issues to the
court for determination and based on those
issues the Supreme Court arrived at a decision
and made requite pronouncements. In a rather
surreptitious scheme by the Applicant now
before the Supreme Court, the applicant is
attempting to resubmit further issues after the
Court had already granted them all avenue to
submit all issues. If this may even be spared as a
mistake of counsel, which by law cannot be,
such strange indulgence will usher in an era of
uncertainty in adjudication or litigation generally
and also erode the long established and
sacrosanct doctrine of the nality of the decisions
of the Supreme Court.
I deliberating resist the temptation of delving into
the facts of these cases as doing is tantamount to
falling into the same pit with the applicants
before the Supreme Court.
Furthermore, on the ground of public policy,
entertaining an application for judicial review will
open a oodgate of applications from all the 36
states of the federations. This time around, it will
not be limited to election petition alone.
A distinction need to be made between a review
and an appeal. An appeal is a judicial
examination of the decision of a lower by a
higher court. While a review is re-examination of
a case previously decided with a view to
correction a particular mistake and not an
avenue to correct a view or substitute or
abandon an earlier position. It is necessary to put
it on record the law did not provide for review but
rather correction pursuant to the slip rule as
stated in Order 8 Rule 16 of the Supreme Court
Rules.
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SHARED DESTINY

THE ENTHRONEMENT OF HRM AMINU ADO BAYERO AND
THE DETHRONING OF KING SANUSI LAMIDO SANUSI

The 15th Emir of Kano

The 14th Emir of Kano

here are tales where Kings were dethroned
and thrown into wilderness. In wilderness you
are not expected to survive. On Political
Ground, Emir Sanusi Lamido Sanusi was guilty of
only one thing, and that's not winning the war
against Governor Ganduje at the last polls. As an
Emir, if you are not certain of victory, don't move
against the Governor, if not, it's checkmate, just like
Chess Game. The signs were obvious that calamity
was about to strike the reign of the 14th Emir of Kano
but spectators and onlookers never expected the
strike to be thunderous. Many thought the process
would be long and follow some protocols, but the
Governor of Kano State applied Executive Fiat to
dethrone the Emir. By law, the Governor has not
committed any offense with the removal of the
Emir and the enthronement of the 15th Emir of Kano,
it's shared destiny for the two brothers equally
qualified to be Emir.

inflicted damage, it's best regarded as Shared
Destiny. How does this apply?

T

Kano is a purely Emirate Society where the
indigenes are predominantly Muslims and by the
virtue of Islamic Tenet, it's a collectively accepted
principle that it's only Allah that gives and takes
power. That Only Him can install and remove a
King, that settled the matter in an Islamic
Community like Kano. Many Nigerians love HRM
Sanusi Lamido Sanusi,
love his depth of
knowledge, love his gut, love his courage and
determination but he overplayed his role on the
Political Scene. African Proverbs Says that Elders
must stomach certain issues, if not, it will
boomerang. For your information,
HRM
Maimartaba Alhaji Aminu Ado Bayero is equally a
great personality with silent salient achievements.
Rather than take the dethroning of SLS as self-

Understanding the requirements to become the
Emir of Kano, Sanusi Lamido Sanusi acquired sound
Islamic Knowledge and exceptional Western
Education. He was steadfast in his believe to
emerge as Emir of Kano and in the process, he was
committed to prayers and his ways were eased
towards every direction that led to providence for
him to actualize his dreams. He rose to become the
Chief Executive/Managing Director of one of the
strongest financial institution in Nigeria First Bank of
Nigeria and rose to become the Governor of The
Central Bank of Nigeria. Shortly before the demise
of the 13th Emir of Kano, he had a serious battle with
his employer and got fired, the moment coincided
with era of political turbulence and the odds went
to his favour.
What happened in Kano is called SHARED DESTINY.
The 13th Emir of Kano Alhaji Ado Bayero HRM
positioned the 15thEMIR to succeed him at the
expense of the 14th Emir HRM Sanusi Lamido but
providence gave the 14th the Chance and
Opportunities, he reigned well and performed
exceedingly great. His short reign of 6 years is
memorable and will be well remembered,
especially the troubles he posed to the powerful
Governor of Kano State. Now that the 15th has
emerged according to the prayers and wishes of
his father, the 14th had equally fulfilled the prayers
and wishes of his father as well. It's family battle.
That's SHARED DESTINY
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NIGERIA’S DYING IMAGE

A DROP IN THE OCEAN

By: Ayobami Taofeq

President Muhammadu Buhari with Asiwaju Bola Ahmed Tinubu & Governor Fayemi

S

ometimes ago, our dear country was
the cynosure of all eyes around the
world, just like people traveling through
the Sahara and Mediterranean sea to
search for greener pasture despite the harsh
condition, Nigeria was indeed the
destination for foreigners in search of a
productive life. When I was growing up in the
early eighties, I witness a lot of foreign
nationals working and engaging in different
businesses across board, Nigeria was the
sweet bride of Africa, indeed at the mention
of the name countries shiver. The fear about
Nigeria and her virtues was a defining
moment for Africa at various international
conventions and meetings. Every country
wants to associate with our father land. The
country deed had a name worthy of

the positive image of the country
was a clearance for Nigerians
to get green light to travel to
any part of the world

emulation, primarily projected by people
who are classical in promoting our culture,
trade, tourism and industry. They were doing
it with passion and patriotism for the nation.
Our image swell very rapidly in various
international engagements, people were
seeing in confirmation the merits of our
country and we rose to be the giant of the
continent; doing exploits in sports, science
and medicine.
The value of our image was tremendously
measure by the great things that we achieve
since independence; we heard virtually
everything and the managers of our image
were steadfast in pursuance of truth and the
exhibition of the genuine state of things and
pictured to the outside world which earned
us the glory of a leading nation. We need not
struggle far, the positive image of the country
was a clearance for Nigerians to get green
light to travel to any part of the world, this
among other benefits was made possible
because we have very talented people who
page
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President Muhammadu Buhari

understands the necessity of portraying the
nation in good light.
“Nigeria: a giant of Africa, jewel in the
savanna” may all be a hoax after all,
because nothing and I mean nothing that
justifies that phrase from the objective look at
the way the image of our country is being
painted everywhere, but that may not really
bother, what is worrisome is the low response
from the image makers or managers of our
country, their inexperience in counter
balancing propaganda and export positive
views and outlook about the country fall
short of impression. They have in the list
brought the one time cherished name of the
country to disrepute, dishonor and shame.
They no longer see the importance of their
duty and the responsibility embedded in it as
a critical ingredient of nation's class and
superiority. Let's even agree that Nigeria is
bad due to her seemingly unending crisis,
does that stop our image managers from
saying other positive parts of the country and
exposing them to the outside world?
If a baby is bad do you throw away the baby
and the bad water? But our image makers
will be dissipating their energy on political
contracts and meddling in affairs of

politicians, they have forgotten that even
when they came under a political platform
they owe the rest of us a binding
responsibility based on trust and dignity
ignited by the oath they took on assumption
of office to protect the sovereignty and the
constitution of Nigeria. The image makers for
our president and that of the country have
all failed in their duties to promote and
showcase the positive identity of the
situation in Nigeria. The truth is, it is the image
of the country that gives us confidence and
earns us the accorded respect any where
we go.
It is this confidence that we had in time past
that made us do exploits in international
gatherings and we are rated among
developing nations with vision and foresight.
That confidence is no longer there; even we
in our country have all fall short of that
confidence and we sometimes refuse to say
Nigeria is my country. An average American

They have in the list brought the
one time cherished name
of the country to disrepute
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NLC President Aliyu Wabba With Labour Leaders

youth will stylishly say God bless America but
here in our country I doubt if any youth can
say, God bless Nigeria. It's an obvious
situation without exaggerating, it is
commonplace and our image makers have
refuse to repose that confidence, all of us
cannot be politicians, some people depend
on the good image and will of the nation to
excel and get protection in foreign lands but
with a bad image everywhere can we
survive?
Some of our friends who live in Malaysia and
Qatar will tell you that they will rather claim to
be Ghanaian or Kenyan when confronted
with the issue of nationality because once
you say you are Nigerian they just judge you
to be a terrorist, bandit, kidnapper, robbers
and blood sucking religious bigot, people
who are highly corrupt and reckless. They just
believe we are evil; one of my friends uses to
say, this is the failure of our image makers
especially the ministry of information who sits
on huge budget annually and cannot
perform their duties. Their loss of vision is
apparently putting the nation at high risk, we
no longer have value in the face of the world
and we are constantly shamed by the
mention of our nationality. I hear the
testimony of a lady who was trying to seek for

greener pasture in foreign land through Libya
and the Mediterranean Sea, “she said their
worst moment came when they say they
were Nigerians to some group of men who
accosted them during their migration in the
Sahara, they were maltreated and called all
sort of negative names. She said from that
moment the worst of their life came, she
barely survive but not with the loss of three of
them due to what they were subjected to,
she told us that they were separated from
other ladies who are not from Nigeria, it was a
sympathetic scenario the silence around the
atmosphere was a rude shock that dispel
what kind of a nation are we. Do we now
start to claim other identity? It is high time we
look inwards and put people who can re
brand our name in the committee of nations,
people who have the intellectual capacity
to attract attention to the nation in positive
light. People who are more contented with
their duties and not immobile characters
whose only focus are contracts and
embezzling of funds meant for their office.
We are tired of the bartered image of the
country, we are not the only country with
crisis, crisis are bound in every nation, ours is
not the worst, why is it difficult for our image
managers the ministry of information to
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Who tells the world
that though we may
be passing through some
rough times but we still
have beautiful
places of visit and
peaceful areas for
Former Head of State Alh. Abubakar Abdulsalam & Former Vice President Alh. Atiku Abubakar

come to terms with reality, or how else can
we boost our investment drive and attract
more investors to come when our image and
what is said about us is nothing but banditry,
corruption, killings, rituals and all negative
vices? If you watch international media
especially the CNN, BBC, FOX and
ALJAZEERA, that are well respected and
have worldwide coverage, you notice
countries like Thailand, Brazil, India, even our
neighbors, Kenya, Ethiopia are promoting
their country and inviting investors and tourist
to come visiting beyond showcasing their
country as peaceful and serene, but here we
are with a bunch of old jolly fellows who have
lost touch with reality managing the image
of our country. I think these set of people
should be replaced with highly digital
professionals who are in tune with modernity,
people who value the image of the country
rather than the business managers acting as
image managers. Who tells the world that
though we may be passing through some
rough times but we still have beautiful places
of visit and peaceful areas for investment. I
ask who? I watched a TV interview
programme on FOX TV about happenings in
Nigeria and all that the guests will say about
Nigeria is sorrow, tears and blood. A tale of a
dying nation. The worst thing is how our
image makers tell us lies upon lies about what
do not exist. They just feel comfortable about
the lies they tell us to the outside world.
All that is heard of our country is very
shameful and tragedic acts, mostly

investment

disgraceful and all that which bring our
image to question: rape, alcoholism, sexual
molestation, drugs, yahoo and many others.
We need people now very urgently at the
head of the information ministry to change
the narratives, to put in the temerity of
defending the nation. To show a new
dimension in the PR of the country. It will be
dangerously unpatriotic if our people start to
claim other nationality due to poor image
laundering of the country.
My special appeal is that these set of image
managers as presently constituted and
headed by Lai Mohammed have over
stayed their welcome and as such can no
longer function well because they lack the
ideas and have lost total focus of their sworn
responsibilities. They should be replaced if we
have to become a force again. They have
lost touch to the extent that they give you
wrong information in the morning and give
you different information on same issue in the
evening causing confusion and loss of
confidence. They have become so
desolate, uncoordinated and lost the
momentum of inter agency synergy.
Now we know our country have the image
problem, we can't obviously continue like
that, we call on those who value the
importance of our image to join the agitation
for the total hauling of the information
ministry, if that is done, then we can return
back to contention and Nigeria can be
great again.
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12-3-2020
The Ambassador,
Peoples Republic of China,
FCT, Abuja
Nigeria.
Dear Sir.
LETTER OR APPRECIATION AND COMMENDATION
We write deeply from the bottom of our heart to show our profound appreciation on the genuine role you
played in our country that has ensured that no case of the COVID 19 VIRUS is evident in Nigeria and sub
Saharan Africa. We give you kudos for your untiring efforts with timely flow of information to the Nigeria
Government which has help greatly in curtailing the spread. We acknowledge your undaunting and
untainted honesty to the Nigerian people as displayed by your Frontline cooperation and tactical support
that spur up the cutting edge preparation by the ministry of health to Carter for and identify any form of
carrier from outside the country.This has in no doubt put the country on standby for any imminent threat of the
virus into our country.
The Corona Virus as it's popularly called has already taken over 1500 lives with over Two thousand cases of
infection in more than 18 counties, it is noted that your timely intervention and communication has made our
country safe at least for now since the virus roared its head late last year. We will not fail to commend you and
your staffs at the embassy for the great work you are doing in maintaining the long standing relationship
between the two countries. Recall that the two countries have huge trade relationship spanning through
decades.
We are thankful to you and encourage you to do more. Our organization on it's part have been involved in
serial sensitization campaigns in our communities on how best to prevent the virus locally, we will continue to
do more so that all can be safe, noting that it's only a healthy society that's is wealthy.
We recognizes the great loss the virus has done to the Chinese people in terms of human and capital loss, it has
also affected our members in no small way as China is the trade destination of all our members, we have lost
capital and service to our numerous customers but because we have confidence in the Chinese people and
government, we strongly believe that in no time the scourge will come to an end. Our organization is deeply
appreciative of your role at the critical time of world challenges. We are grateful to you and your team at the
embassy. We make bold to recommend you Dr. Zhou Pingian to the Chinese President, His Excellency Xi
Jinping for higher responsibility and commitments; your dedication, selflessness and sacrifices has earned you
a deal in our hearts.
Please accept this as our offer of appreciation. While thanking you again, note that our organization is a
composition of traders union who do business in China. We will continue to support you with every fiber at our
reach. Thanking you for onward and positive relationship. Accept the assurances of our members full support
and loyalty always.
God bless the Chinese people..
God bless Nigeria...
Yours faithfully,
Signed:
Samuel Adigun
President General.
Nigeria.

HEAD OFFICE: TRADE FAIR COMPLEX, SANGO, IBADAN, OYO STATE, NIGERIA.
NORTH CENTRAL OFFICE: NO 2, ABIODUN ADELOYE CLOSE, TANKE AKATA, ILORIN, KWARA STATE, NIGERIA.
08033573358, 08035181644

jimolnat2015@hotmail.com
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NIGERIA'S NOLLYWOOD

A BADGE OF SHAME

By: Phoenix Plus

Nollywood Actor

I

s Nigeria falling apart? Is the country once
cherished by her citizen now in conflict with its
own? What exactly are the issues with Nigeria?
Where did we as a nation got it wrong? Are we to
continue in these spates of event? What can be
done if the situation is redeemable? Critical
questions always on my lips every time I try to
chronicle the fallen state of our nation. Beyond
leadership failures which have been identified as
the bane of our country, in that, the followers too
are culprit because what make a nation are the
leaders and the citizens. So the failure of the
leaders largely is due to the failure of the
followers, parental direction has also
contributed to the decadence affecting our
nation, and lastly the entertainment industry
called Nollywood which to me has even
contributed greatly to the problem in this present
day. The battle for the survival and rejuvenation
of the soul of our country lies on the horizon of
these three core parlance, if we are actually
determined to make a change, if we are hopeful
of a better Nigeria and anchor our believe on the
fact that we have no other country to call ours.
We must surmount the versatility to face the
hurdles head on. The onus are that we must be
united in our voice and remain consistent in the
battles ahead, to them we may be challenging
their authority but to us we are just patriots.
We cannot just keep quiet and pretend that all is
well in the country and continue to sit down and
put blames on the establishment without doing
anything to the remedy, our situation is not

actually worst than Syria or Liberia where they
have not known peace for years, they are still not
hopeless, we should attempt through every
means necessary to bring these decadence to a
stop, gladly the fight against corruption is taking
new dimension with people who have looted
public funds being convicted and sent to jail, it is
a pointer to the fact that the situation is not out of
hand. But that is the fight against financial
corruption, how do we fight social corruption?
How do we reenact the burning spirit of respect,
discipline, decency, character and humility?
How do we reignite the oxygen of moral
behavior, dedication, patriotism and oneness?
It's a great challenge but with the right
orientation channel through the agencies
concerned the sky is the beginning.
Now to the subject at hand, the nollywood is a
platform created to show and lead by example
through various forms of entertainment and to
pass message that defines mentorship for
upcoming youths so that they could be guided.
They are the eyes of the public and a screen that
everybody looks through. The character of the
people must be one that depicts; discipline,
good character, moral standards so that what

What can be done
if the situation
is redeemable?
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Nollywood Actors

they act, sing or do will be sending such
messages as commitment, hard work,
perseverance, discipline, respect, modesty etc.
the story is not so favorable as the case may be in
Nigeria. Our entertainment industry called
nollywood is a theater of absurdities displaying
the most reckless and immoral behaviors I have
ever seen. Rather than focus on passing strong
messages of nation building and give focus cum
direction to majority of our youths who are
undoubtedly their fans and viewers upon which
they imitate what they see or hear.
The thoughtless irresponsible way with which
they demonstrate their lifestyles needs for
caution, some of them have shown their nude
pictures on the media flaunting their naked
bodies to the public, their stories in marital life
does not in any way support the decency of an
individual worthy of emulation. So many
controversial stories abound, from husband
snatching to woeful stories of broken marriages;
many of them have become single mothers due
to their bad characters and official pomposity. I
cannot continue to name them but 90% of the
characters that we have in the entertainment
pool are highly devastating in character and
orientation; socially and mentally. The veracity
with which they display arrogance, indecent
dressing, misguided artificial make ups and a
staggering display of wealth leaves one to
wonder what kind of role models are they? In
recent times, some of them have become so
insensitive and clueless displaying their bisexual
and gay status. One disillusioned among them
says he is a cross dresser exhibiting the highest
fallacy of mankind in attempting to transform
himself into a girl, God have mercy! They are in a

Our entertainment
industry called
nollywood is a
theater of absurdities
displaying the
most reckless and
immoral behaviors
I have ever seen

class lesser than decency; our youths are in
continuous danger if something drastic is not
done to refocus the entertainment industry for
the good of our country. Many of our youths die
pre maturely, some have heard their careers
messed up due to things such as drug abuse,
prostitution, immoral behavior, disrespect,
indiscipline, rituals etc that they learn from the
lifestyles or the message being passed by these
entertainers. The future of our youths is morally
endangered as nobody wants to serve humanity
again, all that matters is quick access to money
by whatever means. This is bad for the image of
our country; we must gear up campaigns
against this industry.
To speak further the propensity of our youths
these days to ritual killings is growing high, this is
largely due to the slapdash and uncontrolled
display of affluence by these entertainers, you
hear horrible stories of people killing including
their girl friends for the sake of getting rich
instantly, towards the end of last year, a nineteen
year old boy killed his mother in Benin city and
was sleeping with the corpse inside the house for
six days until luck ran against him; is this the kind of
youth to lead our embattled nation? The mind of
our youths is so distorted that they can do
anything for money; the boys will go into yahoo,
armed robbery and money rituals, while the girls
will engage in prostitution and slay runs. You can
imagine a fifteen year old girl already pregnant
but cannot tell who is responsible; it is simply an
unprecedented madness. This is because of the
message being passed by entertainers in films
and songs and their unfortunate display of
wealth and affluences coupled with moral
bankruptness. The way they advertise drugs and
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...Social Values

we need sensitization and
refocusing of the entertainment
industry through a specific
framework that will enhance
social development and build a
reliable and dependable youth
that will lead tomorrow
prostitution has made many of our youths useless
and lazy, and it has ridicule the genuine intent of
the industry because the enormous impact and
effect of social vices are reflecting on the
number of productive youths. One particular
artist have even gone melancholy with his high
display of drugs and girls dancing naked on live
stage, our youths are so connected to his
indecent dressing and abuse of drugs. We
cannot continue like this, we need sensitization
and refocusing of the entertainment industry
through a specific framework that will enhance
social development and build a reliable and
dependable youth that will lead tomorrow.
This is where I challenge the national films and
censors board, the national orientation agency
and the ministry of information, for the sake of
building a great nation they should rise to the
challenge, our nation is falling by the day, very
horrible and misleading things happening are
given the country a bad image, people view us
as simply black bad people, our youths are
moving towards destruction by dying suddenly in
the cause of wanting to become a millionaire in
one day, many of them are rotten away in
various correctional centers due to various
crimes committed, we need to change the
perspective, we need to muscle up the courage
and redefine how we can transform the
opportunities of the entertainment industry to
reflect character and learning, the concerned
agencies should retool their efforts towards
ensuring that the industry is a window to
champion the image of the country in positive
light. The weird stories of ugly and incessant
killings, drug abuse, yahoo, prostitution which is
synonymous to our name is appalling, we must
take up courage to make things work, people
should be penalized, fined and sanction for illicit
and unlawful video making and songs
production. Any actress or actor found in any
form of attitude or character that does not
conform to normal norms or negates the culture

Nollywood Actors

of decency and discipline should not be spared.
Today we just see our actors and actresses doing
unthinkable things capable of derailing the
minds of our youths, for the sake of tomorrow all
these must stop.
The image of the country is already viewed as
bad, we must therefore enable our self as tools
for change, and we must steer up sensitization
campaigns that will redirect the vision of our
youths, the entertainment industry must be
made to understand that beyond the money
and fame they owe us the responsibility of being
the reflect of moral decency, the accountability
of being role models, mentors and counselors
from which our youths can benefit very positively
and contribute to nation building.

If we don't try we will fail but if we do, we can
change the course of history, information is
power. The way our youths get information is
porous but the authenticity and use should be of
concern. Let's take a step and we shall
overcome.
We will meet again sometimes to review how
parental failure has also contributed to the
growing degeneracy in our society.
God bless Nigeria.
Phoenix Plus
Consultant/Journalist
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ICON OF SOCIETAL DEVELOPMENT
We cannot afford to ''isolate" from the world
most civilised and developed economic
corridor' in terms of national economic
security or interest. Nations with the most
scrutinized policy positions and theories
where standards are formulated in centuries,
for national gains have returned to promote
deglobalization based on well articulated
sustainable future geared to national interest.
We cannot afford to stay aloof. We have to
remodel and chart policy roadmaps to grow
our Great Nation's indigenous enterprises for
our children's children future. I lie Not, 55% of
our most resourced economic pie should be
grown in their hands for national security
interest and in strict adherence to policy
positions. Indigenous enterprises /
entrepreneurs should be supported and fully
empowered to grow and promote national
security interest at all strata. All over the world,
indigenous enterprises and its technologies
are the main heartbeat of national security.
World war II was won by the world most
civilised corridors due to policy directions
enforced by policy maker to developed
indigenous enterprises's products and
technology for national security. Help us to
grow our nation through a strategic policy
direction. Promote Nigeria's economic
independence, Love Nigeria and help her
wellbeing, Nigeria is rich enough to grow its
economic corridor for a competitive future
and sustainability of our children's children's
generation.
We are on the part way to moving to our area
of operations which is the policy maker's
directives to create more job for our youths.
Share this with all to appeal to policy maker to
promote polices that empowers indigenous
enterprises takeover 55% of upstream oil and
gas economic engines as to adhere to policy
directives for national security. World most
civilised corridors have launched theirs too in
different eyes. We have to wake up now and
set a new economic trajectory for national
security to avoid being choked or isolated by
acts of our future adversaries.

Engr. Jack-Rich Tein Jr.
President, Belema Foundation
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THE SULTAN OF SOKOTO PAID GLOWING
TRIBUTE TO ENGINEER JACK-RICH
By: Olufemi Lawson

T

he Chairman of Belema oil and Belema Aid
Foundation, Engineer Jack-Rich Tein has
extended his philanthropy to Usman Dan
Fodio University, Sokoto, by donating a 100-bed
Students' hostel to the institution.
Jack-Rich, who says it is not good for a university
like UDUSOK to be left without adequate
accommodation, especially the females, calls
on businessmen and wealthy Nigerians to
support Nigerian universities.
Speaking during the groundbreaking ceremony
of the Hostel construction witnessed by several
prominent people including the Sultan of Sokoto,
Alhaji Abubakar Saad, Chairman of the
University's governing council, Representatives of
the Sokoto State government, the National
Youth Council of Nigeria led by its President
Ambassador Sukubo Saraigbe and leaders of
various Youth groups across the country,
Engineer Jack-Rich said it is not good for us to
leave a university like this without adequate
accommodation, really our intention was to
accommodate the female students, as we
intend to keep supporting the University and the
downtrodden, across the country.

The visit to Sokoto by the Belema oil Foundation
was also used to flag of the construction of a
mega water project donated to the people of
the ancient city by Belema oil, which is situated
at the historic Rigiyan Sheu in the caliphate. The
foundation also launched its support
programme for one million farmers, to be spread
across the country.
The Sultan of Sokoto paid glowing tribute to
Engineer Jack-Rich, describing him as a truly
detribalised Nigerian, patriot and a son of the
caliphate. He prayed for the Belema oil Chief as
he promised the continued support and
appreciation of the caliphate to the foundation.
The team was later hosted at a courtesy call by
the Executive governor of Sokoto state,
Honorable Aminu Tambuwal, who also
expressed the appreciation of the people of the
state, to Belema oil foundation, for its numerous
intervention programmes in the state.

Jack-Rich, who says it is not good
for a university like UDUSOK to be
left without adequate
accommodation
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THE SULTAN OF SOKOTO PAID GLOWING
TRIBUTE TO ENGINEER JACK-RICH
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The Sultan of Sokoto Alh Sa’adu Abubakar with Engr Jack-Rich Tein
NIGERIAN YOUTH CONFER ROLE MODEL HONOR
ON BELEMA OIL CEO, AS HE BEGINS
CONSTRUCTION OF CHILDREN HOSPITAL IN
DAURA.
Nigerian Youth in their numbers, on Saturday
declared the Founder/President of Belema oil
Producing Limited (BPL), Tein Jack-Rich, as the
Role Model of Nigerian Youth.

Led by the President of the National Youth
Council of Nigeria, Ambassador Sukubo
Saraigbe Sukubo, the Youth drawn from the
Leadership of the National Youth Council of
Nigeria(NYCN), various Ethnic Nationality Youth
organisations,
including the
Arewa Youth
Movement, Nigeria Youth Organisation, Igbimo
Odo Yoruba,
Niger Delta Youth Coalition,
Northern Youth Coalition, Arewa Youth
Assembly, Middle belt Youth Movement,
National Association of Nigerian Students NANS
NANS and others, who stormed Katsina State
over the weekend said the came from all the
States of the country to associate with Jack-Rich,
as his Foundation commences the construction
of a multi-million dollar contract for a state-ofthe-art mother and child hospital in Daura
Emirate of Katsina State.

The project which is to be executed in
collaboration with Elizabeth Jack-Rich Aid
Foundation, is aimed at eradicating the high
maternal and infant death prevalent in the area.
The hospital when completed will have
incubators, a theatre, several consulting rooms,
at least three Doctors' quarters, private and open
wards , labour room, kitchen.
Jack-Rich assured that the project will meet the
health care needs of the community.
Even though not from Daura, Mr Jack-Rich's
philanthropy knows no bound and he is familiar,
with the area, where healthcare facility is scarce,
that is why the people of the area through their
traditional rulers demanded for the facility. In his
effect, the project when completed will serve a
tremendous relief to the people and reduce the
maternal and infant deaths in the community
and it's environs.
There is presently high rate of child death in the
community, women trek several kilometers with
babies on their back before they can access
functional hospital for either treatment of their
sick child, antenatal care or delivery, sometimes
the babies die before they could get to the
hospital, it is a pathetic situation. Hence, the
significance of the project.
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COALITION OF HND STAKEHOLDERS IN NIGERIA
COMMUNIQUE ISSUED AT THE MEETING OF COALITION OF HND STAKEHOLDERS ON THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF GOVERNMENT WHITE PAPER ON THE REMOVAL OF UNDUE
DICHOTOMY AND CEILING ON THE CAREER PROGRESSION OF HIGHER NATIONAL DIPLOMA
(HND) HOLDERS IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE: 4TH MARCH, 2020
Having waited patiently for the past fourteen (14) years for the Office of the Head of the Civil
Service of the Federation (OHCSF) to implement the Government White Paper approved by the
th
th
Federal Executive Council (FEC) on 27 September, 2006, which was reaffirmed by FEC on 14
th
March, 2007 and 6 June, 2018;
Aware that the continued discrimination, stigmatization and undue stagnation of HND holders on
GL. 14 is being masterminded and perpetrated by the Office of the Head of the Civil Service of
the Federation (OHCSF), through the non-implementation of Federal Government Decisions in
favour of HND holders, especially the White Paper;
Aware that there is no justifiable reason for this retrogressive phenomenon other than colonial
legacies and outdated class-concept approach as well as mere ego, over protection of one
certificate to the other and the certificate-based ideology in Public Service administration as
against the current globally acceptable performance-based approach;
Cognizance that HND holders enter the Public Service on Salary Grade Level 08 just like their
University-Degree counterparts;
Cognizance that HND holders and their University-Degree Counterparts on GL. 08 – 14 carry out
the same and interchangeable functions in the Public Service;
Cognizance that instances abound where HND holders handle more complex jobs;
Painfully noted that on getting to Salary Grade Level 14, the HND holders are barred, stagnated
and eventually demoted irrespective of their competence and experience; while the UniversityDegree holders are allowed to progress up to next Grade Level 17;
Painfully noted that the so-called avenue for HND Holders to progress beyond GL. 14, being
camouflaged by the OHCSF were mere penalizing, highly unjust, stringent, harsh and inhumane,
contrary to the Public Service Rules as well as extant Federal Government Policies on the Career
progression of HND holders. Some of which include; acquisition of PGD and Masters Degrees,
compulsory demotion, sluggish and reluctant process that last for over 8 years, denial/loss of
many years of seniority in Service and arbitrary placement to unsolicited strange cadres, etc.;
Whereas in determination to put a stop to this negative practice, the Federal Executive Council
(FEC) on 27th September 2006 approved a Government White Paper, which recommended that,
“It is desirable for the purpose of relativity that entrants into the Public Service where such
Organizations, Agencies, or Institutions operate HAPSS, HATISS must have the opportunity to reach
the highest grade if they are found competent”.FEC directed further that, “The undue dichotomy
and ceiling on salary grade level/rank attainable by Higher National Diploma holders should be
removed”
th

Whereas on 14 March, 2007 and 6 June, 2018 respectively, FEC reaffirmed that “The HND
certificate will remain a legal tender in Nigeria and holders of such certificate will continue to be
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recognized as the equivalent of First-Degree holders without discriminatory remunerations and
limit to progression in the work place”;

Mindful of the relentless call by Stakeholders since 2006, for the implementation of this
decision by the Office of the Head of the Civil Service of the Federation (OHCSF);
Mindful that other decisions on this White Paper had since been implemented, leaving
only the decision in favour of the HND holders;
Mindful that the Laws establishing Polytechnics mandated it to train manpower in
engineering, applied Science, technology and commerce at all professional grades;
Conscious that recruitments, promotions and other advancements are achieved
through competitive selection process and therefore the need to provide a level
playing field for both HND holders and their University-Degree counterparts in the
Public Service;
Conscious that implementation of this Federal Government White Paper decision by
the OHCSF will enhance performance in the Service and boost the Polytechnic
Education and by extension, industrial growth in the Country;
Conscious that the inferiority being ascribed to the HND holders is highly erroneous and
mere smear campaign to perpetrate the undue discrimination and injustice:
Conscious that in the past, HND holders and University Degree with Pass were
subjected to the same career progression(though this did not go down well with the
HND Holders as at then), unbelievably these category of University Degree (Pass) were
integrated into Officer/Professional Cadre and the HND was left behind.
OUR DEMAND
IN CONSIDERATION OF THE ISSUES THERETO, WE THE COALITION OF HND STAKEHOLDERS,
COMPRISING REPRESENTATIVES OF HND HOLDERS IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE, HND
GRADUATES, TECHNOLOGISTS, STUDENTS OF POLYTECHNICS, MONOTECHNICS, ETC.
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF POLYTECHNIC STUDENTS
(NAPS) AS WELL AS ALL TRADE UNIONS COVERING HND HOLDERS IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE
AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS, DO HEREBY DECLARE AND DEMAND AS FOLLOWS:
1. That the Office of the Head of the Service of the Federation (OHCSF) should within
four (4) weeks of this notice issue implementation Circular to the Federal Government
White Paper approved by the Federal Executive Council (FEC) on 27th September,
2006, which among others, directs that, “the undue dichotomy and ceiling on grade
level/rank attainable by Higher National Diploma (HND) holders should be removed.
2. That HND certificate holders from recognized Polytechnics accredited by NBTE,
should be integrated into relevant Officers/Professional cadres as provided in the
approved White Paper to enable them progress to higher grades up to GL.17
3. That HND holders who are due for promotion should be allowed take part in the
next promotion exercise for vacant positions in the respective Professional/Officer
cadre.
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4. That all HND holders who were previously denied promotions those who have
been stagnated for several years, those were been demoted upon conversion to
Officers Cadres and those who had retired on GL. 14 after many years of stagnation
due to the non-implementation of the Government White Paper (which came into
effect in September, 2006), should be properly placed to enable them maintain their
seniority in service.
5. That applicants seeking for employment with HND should be allowed to compete
for vacancies into appropriate Officers/Professional cadres in the Public Service;
6. That HND holders should be the given level playing ground as their University
Degree counterparts to progress from the point of entry up to terminal grade level 17
through competitive on-the-job performance assessment standards.
We hereby through this Communique, put on notice all HND holders in the Public
Service, All HND Graduates, All Technologists under the aegis of the National
Association of Technologists in Engineering, All Students of Federal, State and Private
Polytechnics, Monotechnics, and other related Institutions as well as All Trade Unions
covering HND holders at work places across the Country to await further instructions
from this Coalition; in the event that the Office of the Head of the Civil Service of the
Federation fails to issue implementation Circular to the decisions of the approved
White Paper.
We are calling on Mr. President, the National Assembly, the Secretary to the
Government of the Federation, the Honourable Minister of Labour, the President of
Nigeria Labour Congress, the President of Trade union Congress, Civil Society
Organizations, all Media Houses, and all Well-Meaning Nigerians to prevail on the
Office of the Head of the Civil Service of the Federation to implement this FEC
decision in order to save the HND holders from continued trauma, discrimination,
stagnation and frustration while diligently serving the nation; to save Polytechnic
System from imminent collapse; and to avert any unrest in the Polytechnic Systems
and at work places throughout the Country.
While, the Coalition urges all HND holders, Polytechnics and Monotechnic Students
and other Stakeholders to remain calm and await further instructions, the Coalition
expresses the belief and confidence in President Buhari led Administration to right
the wrongs and injustice of the past.
Finally, we congratulate Dr. Yemisi Folashade-Esan on her well-deserved
appointment as the new Head of Service of the Federation and pray that almighty
God will give her the courage to address this issue expeditiously.

Signed:
COMR. SALAHUDEEN A.L
Chairman, Communique Drafting Committee
08038771920
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“Truth is sacrosanct, truth heals all wounds
we should encourage a truthful nation where
truth will be an habit and not an option”

Her Excellency

Hajia Aisha Buhari
First Lady, Federal Republic of Nigeria

